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The definitive life of Jefferson in one volume, this
biography relates Jefferson's private life and thought
to his prominent public position and reveals the rich
complexity of his development. As Peterson explores
the dominant themes guiding Jefferson's
career--democracy, nationality, and
enlightenment--and Jefferson's powerful role in
shaping America, he simultaneously tells the story of
nation coming into being.

The Tulip
This is a new release of the original 1944 edition.

Thomas Jefferson's Monticello
From the University of Virginia’s very inception,
slavery was deeply woven into its fabric. Enslaved
people first helped to construct and then later lived in
the Academical Village; they raised and prepared
food, washed clothes, cleaned privies, and chopped
wood. They maintained the buildings, cleaned
classrooms, and served as personal servants to
faculty and students. At any given time, there were
typically more than one hundred enslaved people
residing alongside the students, faculty, and their
families. The central paradox at the heart of UVA is
also that of the nation: What does it mean to have a
public university established to preserve democratic
rights that is likewise founded and maintained on the
stolen labor of others? In Educated in Tyranny, Maurie
McInnis, Louis Nelson, and a group of contributing
authors tell the largely unknown story of slavery at
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the University of Virginia. While UVA has long been
celebrated as fulfilling Jefferson’s desire to educate
citizens to lead and govern, McInnis and Nelson
document the burgeoning political rift over slavery as
Jefferson tried to protect southern men from antislavery ideas in northern institutions. In uncovering
this history, Educated in Tyranny changes how we see
the university during its first fifty years and
understand its history hereafter.

The Botanic Garden; a Poem, a in Two
Parts. Part I. Containing The Economy of
Vegetation. Part II. The Loves of the
Plants. With Philosophical Notes. [By
Erasmus Darwin, the Elder. With Plates.]
Renowned artist Maira Kalman sheds light on the
fascinating life and interests of the Renaissance man
who was our third president. Thomas Jefferson is
perhaps best known for writing the Declaration of
Independence—but there’s so much more to discover.
This energetic man was interested in everything. He
played violin, spoke seven languages and was a
scientist, naturalist, botanist, mathematician and
architect. He designed his magnificent home,
Monticello, which is full of objects he collected from
around the world. Our first foodie, he grew over
fifteen kinds of peas and advocated a mostly
vegetarian diet. And oh yes, as our third president, he
doubled the size of the United States and sent Lewis
and Clark to explore it. He also started the Library of
Congress and said, “I cannot live without books.” But
monumental figures can have monumental flaws, and
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Jefferson was no exception. Although he called
slavery an “abomination,” he owned about 150
slaves. As she did in Looking at Lincoln, Maira Kalman
shares a president’s remarkable, complicated life with
young readers, making history come alive with her
captivating text and stunning illustrations.

The Eye of Thomas Jefferson
Presents a portrait of the third president that
considers his early life, role as a Founding Father, and
considerable achievements as a master politician.

Thomas Jefferson
A noted architectural photographer uses a midnineteenth-century process to capture the spirit of
Monticello

Thomas Jefferson's Architectural
Drawings
Describes how the First Lady and her daughters
planted a vegetable garden on the White House's
South Lawn as part of an initiative to raise awareness
about childhood obesity, and shares gardening tips,
recipes, and advice for making healthier food choices.

"A Rich Spot of Earth"
Whether they're preparing for President's Day or
whether they just like to eat, children will find much
to devour in this leveled reader about Thomas
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Jefferson's role in America's culinary history! Did you
know that every time you munch on a french fry or
snack on ice cream, you have Thomas Jefferson to
thank? It’s true! This founding father was one of
America’s first foodies. After a visit to France, he
introduced all sorts of yummy treats to
America—including one that upset more than just
tummies and created a culinary controversy! Get the
scoop in this deliciously funny, true story—guaranteed
to tempt even the most reluctant readers!

Thomas Jefferson's Farm Book
Includes Jefferson's correspondence, drawings, and
plans for Monticello's gardens.

First Peas to the Table
This landmark history of slavery in the South—a
winner of the Bancroft Prize—challenged conventional
views of slaves by illuminating the many forms of
resistance to dehumanization that developed in slave
society. Rather than emphasizing the cruelty and
degradation of slavery, historian Eugene Genovese
investigates the ways that slaves forced their owners
to acknowledge their humanity through culture,
music, and religion. Not merely passive victims, the
slaves in this account actively engaged with the
paternalism of slaveholding culture in ways that
supported their self-respect and aspirations for
freedom. Roll, Jordan, Roll covers a vast range of
subjects, from slave weddings and funerals, to the
language, food, clothing, and labor of slaves, and
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places particular emphasis on religion as both a major
battleground for psychological control and a
paradoxical source of spiritual strength. Displaying
keen insight into the minds of both slaves and
slaveholders, Roll, Jordan, Roll is a testament to the
power of the human spirit under conditions of
extreme oppression.

Thomas Jefferson's Monticello
Observations on Modern Gardening
Thomas Jefferson's Creme Brulee
The life and times of a uniquely American testament
In his retirement, Thomas Jefferson edited the New
Testament with a penknife and glue, removing all
mention of miracles and other supernatural events.
Inspired by the ideals of the Enlightenment, Jefferson
hoped to reconcile Christian tradition with reason by
presenting Jesus of Nazareth as a great moral
teacher—not a divine one. Peter Manseau tells the
story of the Jefferson Bible, exploring how each new
generation has reimagined the book in its own image
as readers grapple with both the legacy of the man
who made it and the place of religion in American life.
Completed in 1820 and rediscovered by chance in the
late nineteenth century after being lost for decades,
Jefferson's cut-and-paste scripture has meant
different things to different people. Some have held it
up as evidence that America is a Christian nation
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founded on the lessons of the Gospels. Others see it
as proof of the Founders' intent to root out the
stubborn influence of faith. Manseau explains
Jefferson's personal religion and philosophy, shedding
light on the influences and ideas that inspired him to
radically revise the Gospels. He situates the creation
of the Jefferson Bible within the broader search for the
historical Jesus, and examines the book's role in
American religious disputes over the interpretation of
scripture. Manseau describes the intrigue surrounding
the loss and rediscovery of the Jefferson Bible, and
traces its remarkable reception history from its first
planned printing in 1904 for members of Congress to
its persistent power to provoke and enlighten us
today.

All the Presidents' Gardens
Maya and other students in Ms. Garcia's class study
techniques used by Thomas Jefferson as they grow
pea plants and compete to see whose will produce a
bowl full of peas first. Includes an afterword about
Jefferson.

Thomas Jefferson Builds a Library
The 1890s saw a revolution in advertising. Cheap
paper, faster printing, rural mail delivery, railroad
shipping, and chromolithography combined to pave
the way for the first modern, mass-produced catalogs.
The most prominent of these, reaching American
households by the thousands, were seed and nursery
catalogs with beautiful pictures of middle-class homes
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surrounded by sprawling lawns, exotic plants, and the
latest garden accessories—in other words, the
quintessential English-style garden. America’s
Romance with the English Garden is the story of
tastemakers and homemakers, of savvy businessmen
and a growing American middle class eager to buy
their products. It’s also the story of the beginnings of
the modern garden industry, which seduced the
masses with its images and fixed the English garden
in the mind of the American consumer. Seed and
nursery catalogs delivered aspirational images to
front doorsteps from California to Maine, and the
English garden became the look of America.

American Grown
Thomas Jefferson's Garden Book is a compilation of
Jefferson's own horticultural diary, along with many of
his letters, drawings, and memoranda relating to his
beloved gardens at Monticello and Poplar Forest.
Compiled and annotated by the late Edwin Morris
Betts, this classic volume captures the planning and
planting, successes and failures of Jefferson's
ambitious and experimental gardens.

Educated in Tyranny
Thomas Jefferson's Garden Book,
1766-1824
Reveals the influence of Islam in the birth of American
religious freedom, describing how Jefferson studied
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the Qur'an because he believed that Islam's
Enlightenment ideals could inform the fledgling
country's practical governance.

The Pleasure Gardens of Virginia
This is a biography of Thomas Jefferson at leisure,
enjoying two of his passions--wine and travel. Twelve
of the sixteen chapters cover Jefferson's five years in
France where he served as our minister and traveled
through France, England, Germany, Italy and Holland.
"Passions" was selected by Robert M. Parker, Jr. as
"1995 Wine Book of the Year," and was the winner of
the 1995 "Veuve Clicquot Wine Book of the Year"
competition. It is a marvelous account of America's
first wine connoisseur and gourmet.--Amazon.com.

Thomas Jefferson's Feast
Featuring more than 150 stunning full-color
illustrations, this volume traces the history of
Jefferson's unique vegetable garden, which has been
painstakingly restored by the author, from the
artichokes and asparagus first planted in 1770
through the horticultural experiments of Jefferson's
retirement years.

Thomas Jefferson's Flower Garden at
Monticello
The restoration of the flower gardens at Monticello in
1941, sponsored by the Garden Club of Virginia, was
the result of Edwin Betts's scholarly research and
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Hazlehurst Perkins's practical gardening skills.
Thomas Jefferson's Flower Garden at Monticello
presents the evolution of Jefferson's ornamental
gardening efforts with an analysis of the flower
gardens as they were planned, planted, and
ultimately restored. No early American gardens were
as well-documented as those at Monticello, which
became an experimental station, a botanic garden of
new and unusual plants from around the world. Betts
and Perkins communicate here the nature and
sources of Jefferson's intelligent venture into
ornamental gardening. The third edition includes a
revised plant list, annotation of the more than 100
species cultivated in the flower garden, and new
illustrations.

Jefferson's Garden
Thomas Jefferson and the New Nation
The Jefferson Bible, or The Life and Morals of Jesus of
Nazareth as it is formally titled, was a book
constructed by Thomas Jefferson in the latter years of
his life by cutting and pasting numerous sections from
various Bibles as extractions of the doctrine of Jesus.
Jefferson's composition excluded sections of the New
Testament containing supernatural aspects as well as
perceived misinterpretations he believed had been
added by the Four Evangelists. In 1895, the
Smithsonian Institution under the leadership of
librarian Cyrus Adler purchased the original Jefferson
Bible from Jefferson's great-granddaughter Carolina
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Randolph for $400. A conservation effort commencing
in 2009, in partnership with the museum's Political
History department, allowed for a public unveiling in
an exhibit open from November 11, 2011, through
May 28, 2012, at the National Museum of American
History.

Passions
This culinary biography recounts the 1784 deal that
Thomas Jefferson struck with his slaves, James
Hemings. The founding father was traveling to Paris
and wanted to bring James along “for a particular
purpose”— to master the art of French cooking. In
exchange for James’s cooperation, Jefferson would
grant his freedom. Thus began one of the strangest
partnerships in United States history. As Hemings
apprenticed under master French chefs, Jefferson
studied the cultivation of French crops (especially
grapes for winemaking) so the might be replicated in
American agriculture. The two men returned home
with such marvels as pasta, French fries, Champagne,
macaroni and cheese, crème brûlée, and a host of
other treats. This narrative history tells the story of
their remarkable adventure—and even includes a few
of their favorite recipes!

The Garden and Farm Books of Thomas
Jefferson
"For the first time, Monticello has an official
guidebook that reflects the unique statesman and
inventor Thomas Jefferson, his home, and his world.
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Showcasing the recent restoration of the home and
plantation, it features information about the slaves of
Mulberry Row, as well as the state-of-the-art visitor
and education center. Each of the guide's 144 pages
is designed to showcase the topics in its five
chapters- Thomas Jefferson, Before Your Visit, The
House, The Plantation, and the Neighborhood.
Photographs, art and cutaways, and maps accompany
featured stories both iconic and little-known from
Monticello's curators."

Founding Gardeners
The restoration of the flower gardens at Monticello in
1941, sponsored by the Garden Club of Virginia, was
the result of Edwin Betts's scholarly research and
Hazlehurst Perkins's practical gardening skills.
Thomas Jefferson's Flower Garden at Monticello
presents the evolution of Jefferson's ornamental
gardening efforts with an analysis of the flower
gardens as they were planned, planted, and
ultimately restored. No early American gardens were
as well-documented as those at Monticello, which
became an experimental station, a botanic garden of
new and unusual plants from around the world. Betts
and Perkins communicate here the nature and
sources of Jefferson's intelligent venture into
ornamental gardening. The third edition includes a
revised plant list, annotation of the more than 100
species cultivated in the flower garden, and new
illustrations.

America’s Romance with the English
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Garden
A pictorial look at Thomas Jefferson's historic Virginia
estate, Monicello.

The Jefferson Bible
America. 1776. Christian is a Quaker. His family came
to America to live in peace. But he is a young man
fired up by dreams of revolution. Should he defy his
community and pick up a gun? Thomas Jefferson is an
idealist, with a vision of liberty for all. But America is a
fractured coalition of states, in a bloody war for
independence. How will he balance the ideal with the
reality? Susanna was born a slave. But the British
promise liberation for those who join their fight
against the revolution. Where does true freedom lie?
Jefferson's Garden by Timberlake Wertenbaker
premiered at Watford Palace Theatre in February
2015.

Thomas Jefferson's Monticello
"Check list of Thomas Jefferson's architectural
drawings": p. 33-47.

Thomas Jefferson
Thomas Jefferson's Farm Book chronicles more than
fifty years of agriculture, slavery, and light industry on
Jefferson's Virginia plantations. The late Edwin Morris
Betts embellishes Jefferson's original farm journal with
relevant letters, diagrams, and records selected from
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Jefferson's public and private writings. Organized
topically and richly annotated, this wide-ranging
volume is the most complete record of plantation
activity in early America.

Thomas Jefferson's Garden Book,
1766-1824
A revised and updated edition of the internationally
bestselling classic Anna Pavord's now classic,
internationally bestselling sensation, The Tulip, is not
a gardening book. It is the story of a flower that has
driven men mad. Greed, desire, anguish and devotion
have all played their part in the development of the
tulip from a wild flower of the Asian steppes to the
worldwide phenomenon it is today. No other flower
carries so much baggage; it charts political
upheavals, illuminates social behaviour, mirrors
economic booms and busts, plots the ebb and flow of
religious persecution. Why did the tulip dominate so
many lives through so many centuries in so many
countries? Anna Pavord, a self-confessed
tulipomaniac, spent six years looking for answers,
roaming through eastern Turkey and Central Asia to
tell how a humble wild flower made its way along the
Silk Road and eventually took the whole of Western
Europe by storm. Sumptuously illustrated from a wide
range of sources, this irresistible volume has become
a bible, a unique source book, a universal gift and a
joy to all who possess it. This beautifully redesigned
edition features a new Preface by the author, a
revised listing of the best varieties of this
incomparable flower to choose for your garden and a
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reorganised listing of tulip species to reflect the latest
thinking by taxonomists.

Jefferson's White House
Thomas Jefferson was, by any reckoning, one of the
most remarkable men ever to have crossed America's
political stage. In 1776 he drafted the Declaration of
Independence, and throughout the Revolution and in
the posts he held thereafter - governor of Virginia,
minister to France, secretary of state, vice president,
and president - Jefferson's responsibilities were
enormous and his accomplishments profound. Yet
during those years he also was able to design his own
house, Monticello, the magnificent Palladian mansion
in central Virginia, and later to establish the
University of Virginia and to plan its principal
buildings. And, through all this, Jefferson made
purchases for a lifetime. Needing to furnish not only
Monticello but also the ministerial residence in Paris the Hotel de Langeac - and the President's House in
Washington, Jefferson bought with consummate taste
and an extraordinary eye for the newest in American,
English, and French styles. Fascinated by science and
the growing field we now call "technology," Jefferson
procured or had built devices for copying letters,
telescopes for exploring the stars, and even
dumbwaiters to minimize dependence on servants at
mealtimes. He was keenly curious about his native
land and devoted to promoting its virtues, and he
acquired examples of its fossils, flora, and fauna and
studied its indigenous peoples. Determined that the
former colonies should both enjoy their cultural
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patrimony and preserve their own history, he
purchased original paintings and had copied what
could not be bought. He commissioned busts of his
intellectual heroes, as well as of the heroes of the
American struggle for independence. The Worlds of
Thomas Jefferson assembles more than 150 of the
objects Jefferson acquired - the first time they have
been seen together since the contents of Monticello
were dispersed at his death. This astonishing
collection reveals the limitless range of his curiosity
and the acuteness of his taste, portraying not only
Jefferson the statesman but also Jefferson the
architect, amateur scientist, connoisseur, farmer, and
historian. The articles pictured and described range
from priceless historical treasures, such as the lap
desk on which the Declaration of Independence was
composed, to the personal and homely, such as the
wrist strap and dumbbell Jefferson was obliged to use
after an injury; from precious objects of art, such as
Gilbert Stuart's portraits of Jefferson, to the shards of
porcelain found in excavations at Monticello; from the
finely worked silver tumblers known as the "WytheJefferson Cups" to the Mandan buffalo robe that was
part of his collection of Native American artifacts;
from the great Entrance Hall clock he designed for
Monticello to the silk damask-upholstered chairs he
purchased in Paris. In all, it is a collection that mirrors
both the mind of America's greatest statesman and
the tastes and styles of the time in history when the
American people secured their own independence
and offered the world an example of a free people in
a democratic state. The Worlds of Thomas Jefferson is
written by Susan R. Stein, curator of Monticello, who
provides an introduction placing Jefferson's
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acquisitions within the context of his political career,
family life, and intellectual pursuits. In the catalogue
each object is described individually with details
about its history as well as its importance to Jefferson.

Saving Monticello
When Thomas Jefferson died on the Fourth of July
1826 -- the nation's fiftieth birthday -- he was more
than $100,000 in debt. Forced to sell thousands of
acres of his lands and nearly all of his furniture and
artwork, in 1831 his heirs bid a final goodbye to
Monticello itself. The house their illustrious patriarch
had lovingly designed in the Blue Ridge Mountains of
Virginia, his beloved "essay in architecture," was sold
to the highest bidder. Saving Monticello offers the first
complete post-Jefferson history of this American icon
and reveals the amazing story of how one Jewish
family saved the house that became a family home to
them for 89 years -- longer than it ever was to the
Jeffersons. With a dramatic narrative sweep across
generations, Marc Leepson vividly recounts the
turbulent saga of this fabled estate. Twice the house
came to the brink of ruin, and twice it was saved, by
two different generations of the Levy family. United
by a fierce love of country, they venerated the
Founding Fathers for establishing a religiously
tolerant and democratic nation where their family had
thrived since the founding of the Georgia colony in
1733, largely free of the persecutions and prejudices
of the Old World. Monticello's first savior was the
mercurial U.S. Navy Commodore Uriah Phillips Levy, a
colorful and controversial sailor, celebrated for his
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successful campaign to ban flogging in the Navy and
excoriated for his stubborn willfulness. Prompted in
1833 by the Marquis de Lafayette's inquiry about "the
most beautiful house in America," Levy discovered
that Jefferson's mansion had fallen into a miserable
state of decay. Acquiring the ruined estate and
committing his considerable resources to its renewal,
he began what became a tumultuous nine-decade
relationship between his family and Jefferson's home.
After passing from Levy control at the time of the
commodore's death, Monticello fell once more into
hard times, cattle being housed on its first floor and
grain in its once elegant upper rooms. Again,
remarkably, a member of the Levy family came to the
rescue. Uriah's nephew, the aptly named Jefferson
Monroe Levy, a three-term New York congressman
and wealthy real estate and stock speculator, gained
possession in 1879. After Jefferson Levy poured
hundreds of thousands of dollars into its repair and
upkeep, his chief reward was to face a vicious
national campaign, with anti-Semitic overtones, to
expropriate the house and turn it over to the
government. Only after the campaign had failed, with
Levy declaring that he would sell Monticello only
when the White House itself was offered for sale, did
Levy relinquish it to the Thomas Jefferson Foundation
in 1923. Rich with memorable, larger-than-life
characters, beginning with Thomas Jefferson himself,
the story is cast with such figures as James Turner
Barclay, a messianic visionary who owned the house
from 1831 to 1834; the fiery Uriah Levy, he of the six
courts-martial and teenage wife; the colorful
Confederate Colonel Benjamin Franklin Ficklin, who
controlled Monticello during the Civil War; and the
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eccentric, high-living, deal-making egoist Jefferson
Monroe Levy. Pulling back the veil of history to reveal
a story we thought we knew, Saving Monticello
establishes this most American of houses as more
truly reflective of the American experience than has
ever been fully appreciated.

Thomas Jefferson's Flower Garden at
Monticello
Enhanced by beautiful photography, this collection of
essays about Thomas Jefferson's famous Virginia
residence reveals the genius of Jefferson the designer
and architect who crafted this spectacular home.
(Fine Arts)

Thomas Jefferson Grows a Nation
The award-winning author of The Brother Gardeners
presents a tour of the lives of the founding fathers
from their perspectives as gardeners, farmers and
plantsmen, revealing how a shared passion for
agriculture shaped their beliefs and decisions.
Reprint.

Thomas Jefferson's Qur'an
A New York Times Bestseller and AHS Book Award
winner The 18-acres surrounding the White House
have been an unwitting witness to history—kings and
queens have dined there, bills and treaties have been
signed, and presidents have landed and retreated.
Throughout it all, the grounds have remained not only
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beautiful, but also a powerful reflection of American
trends. In All the Presidents' Gardens bestselling
author Marta McDowell tells the untold history of the
White House Grounds with historical and
contemporary photographs, vintage seeds catalogs,
and rare glimpses into Presidential pastimes. History
buffs will revel in the fascinating tidbits about
Lincoln’s goats, Ike's putting green, Jackie's iconic
roses, and Amy Carter's tree house. Gardeners will
enjoy the information on the plants whose favor has
come and gone over the years and the gardeners who
have been responsible for it all.

Worlds of Thomas Jefferson At Monticello
Examines the life and career of Thomas Jefferson, who
in addition to his accomplishments as a politician and
president was also talented in the field of agriculture.

Jefferson Himself
As the first president to occupy the White House for
an entire term, Thomas Jefferson shaped the
president’s residence, literally and figuratively, more
than any of its other occupants. Remarkably enough,
however, though many books have immortalized
Jefferson’s Monticello, none has been devoted to the
vibrant look, feel, and energy of his still more famous
and consequential home from 1801 to 1809. In
Monticello on the Potomac, James B. Conroy, author of
the award-winning Lincoln’s White House offers a
vivid, highly readable account of how life was lived in
Jefferson’s White House and the young nation’s rustic
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capital.

Monticello
As soon as Thomas Jefferson learned to read, he
found his passion: books, books, and more books!
Before, during, and after the American Revolution,
Jefferson collected thousands of books on hundreds of
subjects. In fact, his massive collection eventually
helped rebuild the Library of Congress—now the
largest library in the world. Barb Rosenstock's
rhythmic words and John O'Brien's whimsical
illustrations capture Jefferson's passion for the written
word as well as little-known details about book
collecting. Author and artist worked closely with
experts to create the first picture book on Jefferson's
love of reading, writing, and books. An author's note,
bibliography, and source notes for quotations are also
included.

Roll, Jordan, Roll
Using a rich assortment of illustrations and
biographical sketches, Peter Martin relates the
experiences of colonial gardeners who shaped the
natural beauty of Virginia's wilderness into varied
displays of elegance. He shows that ornamental
gardening was a scientific, aesthetic, and cultural
enterprise that thoroughly engaged some of the
leading figures of the period, including the British
governors at Williamsburg and the great plantation
owners George Washington, Thomas Jefferson,
William Byrd, and John Custis. In presenting accounts
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of their gardening efforts, Martin reveals the
intricacies of colonial garden design, plant searches,
and experimentation, as well as the problems in
adapting European landscaping ideas to local climate.
The Pleasure Gardens of Virginia also brings to life the
social and commercial interaction between
Williamsburg and the plantations, and examines early
American ideas about gracious living. While placing
Virginia's garden tradition within the larger context of
that of the colonial South, Martin tells a very human
story of how this art both influenced and reflected the
quality of colonial life. As Virginia grew economically
and culturally, the garden became a projection of the
gardener's personal identity, as exemplified by the
endeavors of Washington at Mount Vernon and
Jefferson at Monticello. Martin draws upon both
pictorial representations and the findings of modern
archaeological excavations in order to recapture the
gardens as they existed in colonial times.
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